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Riley Giauque is a junior at North Dakota State
University in Fargo ND.
His passion for his chosen sport of hockey led him to
invent the EZPUCK and ONETIMER. EZPUCK is a
stationary disk that allows users to improve their
stickhandling and puck control on the ice. The
ONETIMER is another hockey training device that
allows users to practice passing both on & off the ice.
Riley featured his EZPUCK invention at Marketplace
for Kids when he was in the fourth grade. Since, he
has filed and received a patent for both the EZPUCK
and ONETIMER. Riley markets his product online
through his website, www.ezpuck.com , and has sold
his products to users in all 50 states as well as
globally.
Riley was the recent recipient of the 2018
Scholarship for Entrepreneurship at NDSU and
continues to sell his products worldwide.
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Here, we like to say “Your
Success. Our Tradition.”
because of our excellent track
record of successful alumni.
Recent graduates have gone on
to work in key professional
positions with Deloitte and
Touche, the Department of
Defense, the U.S. House of Representatives, Wells
Fargo, BP Oil, Microsoft Great Plains and 3M. Ninetyeight percent of our graduates of the past two years
were employed or attending graduate school within six
months of graduation.
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Dwaine Heinrich grew up in South
Dakota and Minnesota. Upon graduation
from high school he entered military
service and served as a sergeant with
the U.S. Army in Vietnam. pon his
discharge, he attended college
graduating from Southwest Minnesota
State University. After college he began
a career in the insurance industry which
has now spanned 46 years.
He established Heinrich and Company an independent Insurance
Adjustment Company in 1980 and continues to serve as an active
consultant with that company today. Dwaine has been married to
Joyce for 38 years and has one step-son Troy LeFevre who is a
District Court Judge.
In addition to his career Dwaine has been active in his community.
He is a past president of the North Dakota Elks Association and is
also a Lions Past District Governor. He served as a member of the
Jamestown City Council from 1998 to 2008 and was elected Mayor in
June 2018.
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PLEASE FOLLOW THE SCHEDULE THAT IS PRINTED ON YOUR NAME BA

9:15-9:30 a.m. PRE-OPENING RALLY ENTERTAINMENT
University
est n
e
an ena
a esto n i h hool Blue ay e Band
randon ondle ,
and Dire tor
9:30-9:50 a.m. OPENING RA

A FEW REMINDERS...
Take good care of your
possessions! Marketplace for
Kids, University of Jamestown, and
James Valley Career & Tech Center
CANNOT be held responsible for lost
or stolen items.
Please have lunch at your scheduled
time and clean up after yourself!
Sack lunches can be stored in a
designated area.
(All lunches will be eaten
in a designated area.)

U Ne
n ena
ening Remar s
Lu Morehouse, d isor Leadership ea
Rally EMCEES
Wm S. Gussner: Levi Bowman
Lincoln: Isaac Lloyd
Louis L’Amour: Cody Berreth
Roosevelt: Kate Selvig
Washington: AnnaLee Dewald

QUIET PLEASE!
Do not visit in the common areas while
classes are in session. Cell phones must
be turned OFF when entering the
opening/closing rallies and classrooms.

his also means
lease

Presentation of Colors
Boy Scouts of America
National Anthem:
Annika & Gabby Tweten

NATIONAL ANT
h say can you see y the dawn’s early light what so roudly we
hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming Whose road stri es and
right stars through the erilous ight o’er the ram arts we
watched were so gallantly streaming And the roc et’s red glare
the om s ursting in air gave roo through the night that our
lag was still there.
say does that star s angled anner yet
wave o’er the land o the ree and the home o the rave
Introduction of Special Guests
Welcoming Remarks
Dwaine Heinrich, Mayor of Jamestown
e i e
ee
i e iy
a e
Governor Doug Burgum
Featured Speaker
R
e
e

OPENING/CLOSING RALLIES
Please be respectful of our
invited entertainers and presenters.
NEED HELP?
Stop at the Information Center or ask
a guide. Wear your name badge over
your heart at all times!
The Magic Words for the Day:
PLEASE & THANK YOU!
Remember to thank your
presenters, teachers, chaperones,
bus drivers, and other volunteers
that help you throughout the day!
IF YOU HAVE AN EMERGENCY:
Contact your teacher or
chaperone. If you cannot find your
teacher or chaperone, go to the
Volunteer Center. Someone ill e
there at all times.

Announcements
10:00-10:25 a.m. ALL STUDENTS ~ Attend Class
Chec your name adge or your assigned
class.
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Chec your name adge or your assigned lass.
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Please remember to stay at your project during
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“Blue Jay Pep
Band”
Directed by Brandon Bondley
JHS Band Director

The Blue Jay Pep Band is made up of
students from the Wind Ensemble, Concert
Band and Symphonic Band at Jamestown
High School in Jamestown, ND. This group
plays music at athletic events and pep rallies
at Jamestown High School throughout the
year.

a

RA
losing Remar s
Lu Morehouse, Advisory Leadership Team
ally
Wm S. Gussner: Levi Bowman
Lincoln: Isaac Lloyd
Louis L’Amour: Cody Berreth
Roosevelt: Kate Selvig
Washington: AnnaLee Dewald

Teacher Recognition
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Jamestown High School
Jazz/Show Choir
directed by
Cheryl McIntyre, JHS Choir
Director
Cheryl McIntyre sees her role as a music
instructor to teach students to become
independent musicians who will cherish
music throughout their lives. She believes in
public service and tries to instill this in her
own students. Her choirs, show choir, and
Blue Jazz (Vocal Jazz) are very active in the
community performing for numerous
functions throughout the year.
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William S. Gussner School
Mrs. Frey
1 Yes

Stress Pencil

If you are taking a test, you can get your stress out!
Come by and see the Stress Pencil.
Annie W, Sophie B

2T Yes The Aviator

All Pro ects ith a "Yes" ne t to
the location ha e een granted
ermission to e ideo ta ed y
ar et lace for Kids
11 Yes Slimeatary
How to create slime
Lucy N, Sophia C

12 Yes Popper

A bowl that separates kernels from the popcorn.
Emma F
Basketball device for inside or outside.
Gavin S, Tayton O

14 Yes The Coat Crusher

3 Yes

Snow pants that connect to your snow boots.
Ethan O

4 No

Smartphone Projector

Our smartphone will be able to project a larger image
onto a wall.
Reece H, Riley Z

5T Yes Acne Action

We are taking action on acne. Try to get rid of acne.
McKenna H, Sanie G

6 Yes

Puppy Pack

15 Yes Snow Proof Boots

17 Yes The Plastic Shoe-On

19 Yes Kindness Rocks

8 Yes

Heartburn Magic

This sprayer sprays mist on plants and also people.
Gavin E, Hayden N

Problem with game controllers falling - use gamer
gloves to hold in place.
Caeden S

Washington Elementary School
Mr. Ukestad

Mist Sprayer

31 Yes Trophy Display Shelf

Soap with toys in it, to help kids wash their hands.
Jaclyn O, Edna L

9 Yes

Fill it Bag

A bag that has a zipper closure to keep cold or hot
packs.
Mea U, Avery G

10 Yes Stress Relief

Using essential oils to take stress away. Keeping
people crabby and stress free.
Jaelyn N, Kaiah N

A display shelf for your own accomplishments,
such as trophies and medals.
Jett W

32 Yes The Coin Sorter

Pull a string and the pulley will pull the coin up, and
go into a sorter.
Rocks painted with kind sayings on them and placed Zechariah T
around town for people to find, and hide again.
Elizabeth K, AnnaLee D
33 Yes Squirrel House

We make bird houses but what about squirrels? So
I've decided to make a squirrel house.
Brycen T

Heartburn Magic is a natural, flavorful treatment to put 20 Yes Sensory Bottles
out the fire of heartburn.
Allows kids to use their 5 senses
Levi B
Supriya H, Mylee B

William S. Gussner School
Mrs. Maus

29 Yes Stress is a Mess

To solve your stress problem, create a fun tool to
use to relax your mind and body.
Tyra H, Liddia G

30 Yes Gamer Gloves

Tired of having to untie and tie your shoelaces?
This invention does the work for you.
Nicholas O, Jaydyn V

7 Yes

27 Yes Kenna's Pringle Pusher

Creation of a push up Pringles can to avoid getting
your hand stuck inside while getting chips.
McKenna N
Tool designed to carry art supplies easily.
Addison S

A clock that will wake you up, because you have to
chase it to turn it off.
Bennett G, Treyvn G

18 Yes Creative Soap

26 Yes EZ Sling & Go

28 Yes Art Caddy

16 Yes Rolling Clock

The Puppy Pack is a bandana that attaches to the
collar and has a velcro pocket that can hold various
things, like waste bags and credit cards.
Sophia B, Cadence K

A glove coat combination that prevents snow from
getting down your sleeve.
Chayse V
Sports ball carrier, made with para cord so in an
emergency it could be used to help someone as a
rope or pulley. Carrier can be carried on your back
or by hand.
Zander W

13 Yes Shoot

To help solve the problem of not enough space in
your locker. This crushes your coat to make more
room for other locker items.
Jake L

We have a cardboard box we can use as a vending
machine.
Caden S, Michael F

24 Yes Dank Meme-nary

We created a dictionary of Memes.
Marissa M, Shay C

25 Yes Snow-More-Snow

This project is a simple aviation device with two
different versions. One version has jets and the other
has hybrid rockets for emergency use on space
ships. This is already invented, but I added to it!
Zach J

Mini Vending Machine

Roosevelt Elementary School
Mrs. Anderson

Victory Christian School
Mrs. Reeves

21 Yes Coin Sorter

An invention that sorts coins.
Jaxon S, William B, Amini M, Nick R

34 Yes Bongo Cat House

22T Yes Soda Machine

Bongo Cat House
Emma H, Josh V

A machine that dispenses soda.
Adrianna G, Madison R

23T Yes Make-up Dispenser

35 Yes All Around Shoes

An invention that holds make-up and dispenses it.
Cierra M, Katelyn W

r et

All Around Shoes.
Max S, Lily P, Leif H
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PROJECT GUIDE
Victory Christian School
Mrs. Reeves
36 Yes MNJ's Goat Express
MNJ's Goat Express
Molly W, Nolan S, Jacob S

47 Yes KT Fashion

Specializing in taking old worn out clothes and putting
them to good use.
Kaida W, Tori M

48 Yes The SVC

Louis L'Amour Elementary
Mr. Meissner
37 Yes Louis LAmour Cookbook

A cookbook that features favorite recipes from the
Louis L'Amour staff.
Shelby D

39 Yes Flexible Coolers

It is smaller than a normal box cooler and it takes
less space. It is also easier to transport with its
lightweight.
Becky G, Autumn R

40 Yes BSBM (Blue Tooth Speaker Bike
Mount)

This device allows you to listen to your music without
compromising on sound quality.
Cody B

41 Yes SSI (Sports Specific Instruction)

Private sports lessons ranging from novice to
advanced skills. We specialize in groups of 3 or less,
and groups are based on current skill level.
Wyatt L, Brooke D

42 Yes Double A Pop Machine

Our invention is so that people can limit how much pop
they are drinking. It is also convenient if you are clumsy
as it may prevent spills.
Adri P, Aiden L

43 Yes KB Designs

49 Yes DIY Happy Cats

61 Yes Sweeter Treats

A good and safe idea for your cats/kittens.
Mikaela H, Tyler B

Maple Valley School
Mrs. Kapaun
50 Yes Bracelets Rus

If you need cute jewelry for not so expensive prices,
my bracelets are available after Marketplace.
Mia F

51 Yes Pom Pom Bookmarks

Are you having trouble keeping your page marked?
Pom Pom Bookmarks available, after Marketplace.
Olivia E, AAleah J

52 Yes Covfer Collars

If your dog has an old sloppy collar and it needs a
new one, contact Aubriana and Taylor. The dog
collars are hand made out of leather.
Aubriana S, Taylor W

53 No

Jen'z Designs

If you want some cute but classy doll clothes come
to ...Jen'z Designs. Very cheap, but still classy,
available after Marketplace.
Jenny G

54 Yes Mara's Satisfying Slime Shop

If you are stressed out and like to play with slime
come to my slime shop!
Mara C

55 No

Washable Hair Dye

44 Yes SHD

56 No

K and J Lawnmowing

45 Yes Cushiony Crutch Covers

This product is freezer safe and will keep your arms
from being sore on crutches.
Jordan M

46 Yes Hot/Cold Blanket

If you are warm this product will cool you down and if
you are cold it will warm you up.
Kendra K, Elise R

r et

60 Yes Addy and Halie's Bath Fizzies

Tyler B

I make and design logos for businesses, big and small.
I help businesses come up with flashy designs to catch
attention and generate additional business.
Kaden J
This product helps elderly people get their shoes on
MUCH easier.
Ethan S

Homemade dog treats all organic, no processed
materials. A healthier option for your pup.
Alexander P

Do you need a bit of relaxation in your life? Then try
out our new and improved Bath Fizzies. Just fill up
the tub, sit back, and relax.
Halie B, Adyson H

I am making this so your sewer vent doesn't frost up
during the winter. This machine melts the ice for you.

38 Yes LT Sanitizer & Electric

A container and snaitizer used to clean metal straws.
Logan K, Tayte C

59 Yes DIY Dog Treats

Want to dye your hair but don't want it permanent!
Try my product and see your hair change colors.
Katy W

Like sweet treats? Come take a look at these
delicious treats that not only taste good but look
good too.
Abigail B

62 Yes Cards by Brie

Have you ever forgotten and need a card on such
short notice? Well, I have something for you! These
are cute, little cards, that can be used for any
occasion!
BriElle K, Adyson H

63 No

DIY Lava Lamps

Have you ever needed something to help you calm
down? I've got the thing for you! Just flip it over and
watch the bubbles fall. When everything settles, so
are you.
Morgan W

64 Yes Cookies in a Jar

Have you ever wanted to make cookies with a mix
and easy instructions? Well, the Cookies in a Jar is
the best mix for you.
Rudi W

65 Yes Handmade Bath Bombs

Do your muscles hurt? If so come get Funfetti Bath
Bombs handmade by Lila & Hallie. Ingredients:
Epsom salt, baking soda, cornstarch, citric acid,
coconut oil, witch hazel, soap coloring, and
essential oils.
Hallie B, Lila R

66 Yes Turbo Shake

Are you tired of shaking spray cans? Well you are in
luck, we made a paint shaker called Turbo Shaker.
Meyer W, Gavin B

67 No

Monkey Hawk Inc.

Wanna build your very own vehicle? We have the
Want to go to the lake but your lawn needs mowing?
best quality product for you. Our mousetrap cars
K & J will mow it for you and are reasonably priced.
can by used for fun or to wow your friends.
James B, Kyle P
Dylan Z, Trapper S

57 Yes Simple Beauty

Are you tired of expensive makeup with all of those
chemicals? Introducing Simple Beauty! It's makeup
made out of everyday products.
Claire H, Autumn R

58 Yes Bambarooje Soap

We made soap with 11 ingredients! The soap scent
is sugared vanilla! The name of the soap is warm
citrus sugar! Soap made by Quinn & Alex! Come
check it out!!!
Alexandra K, Quinlan K
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68 Yes Drink Filler

Have you ever wanted to own something that
dispenses any drink you put in it without leaving
your house? Well, that's just what we made. It
dispenses any drink you want with a twist of a cap.
Carter B

69 Yes B and C Gaming

Our business will help kids on Xbox and mobile.
When we're done, kids will be better at their game
play!
Colby W, Blake T
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Lincoln Elementary School
Mr. Schmiedeberg
70 Yes

Unicorn Lip Balm

It's glossy it's pretty! It gives you the best look
you could ever imagine!
Rya G, Layla P

71E Yes

Art Wheel

The purpose of our art wheel is to engage kids
in art and to let kids know that not all art is
perfect. We love to be creative and we want
everyone to be creative, too.
Patience M, Rebecca L

72 Yes

Ice Breaker

If your tired of waking up to a frozen windshield
and you can't get it off quick enough come on
over to our station.
Elijah T, Carson R

73 Yes

Low Grav Ballz

These ballz will float...unlike your normal ballz.
Merek E, Reece N

74 Yes

DIY Heart Squishies

Are you stressed out? Do you need something to
squeeze? Come and see our new invention and
try it out.
Trinity B, Sutton V

75 No

Body Scrub Wonder

With my new and improved body scrub you will
know what you're putting in your skin and why. I
use all natural ingredients to keep your skin safe
and looking beautiful.
Madalynn G

All Projects with a "Yes" next to
the location have been granted
permission to be videotaped by
Marketplace for Kids.
79 Yes

Carrington Elementary School
Mr. Pazdernik
88 Yes

them all to be all organized. Also it has additional
space underneath for tackle or whatever you want!
Dashyl B

Candy Phone Case

It helps if you want some candy if your stressed over a
text. It will always be with you if you always have your
phone.
Mario B, Tori B, Dusty B

80T Yes Color Wheel

This invention will make a big colorful circle out of
crayons of you choice.
Mark B, Blake B

Mouse Trap

91 Yes Scrubies

Velcro pockets will help with adding and subtracting
pockets from a backpack, bag, etc. You can put them
anywhere to have more pockets!
Danika S, Elizabeth N, Hayden O

I made Scrubies because when I was washing
dishes my hands would get wet and dirty. Also it will
save you towels because you don't have to dry your
hands.
McKade Z

83 Yes

Glowing Clay Lights

92 Yes

Dragon Toothed Mouse Trap

84 Yes

3 R's OF RECYCLING

93 Yes

Smasher

85 Yes

The Pignator

94 Yes

Heated Football Gloves

95 Yes

Winter Garden

96 Yes

Banana Peeler

This project will blow you away! Our project is Glowing My project is a mouse trap. I made a mouse trap
Clay Nightlights! Our project is for kids that are afraid of because I have a problem with mice and voles in my
the dark or want some company at night. It also can be window wells. My project works like a wasp trap just
for mice. Version 1 has a funnel sticking out of the
a flashlight for finding things in the night, or just talk to
sides. Version 2 has a funnel sticking out of the top.
when you are stressed
Max W
Isaac L, MacKenzie S, Josephine K
So chef's can bag and pound burgers faster. So if
you need burgers but you need to do other stuff it
will be faster to make burgers.
Anthony B

1. Reduce 2. Reuse 3. Recycle
Gracelin C

77 Yes

Ellis' Bike Re-Color

78 Yes

Stress Reliever

Stress reliever for kids and adults and helps with
anxiety, ADHD, and OCD. Also good for physical
therapy.
Katelyn P, Kailah B

90 Yes

Velcro Pockets

A business idea. My mom will take food from the food
shelf. There will be a kitchen in front of the food shelf.
Since she has food from the food shelf my mom and I
will cook the food in front of the people who take food
donations. And we will show them how to cook the food
Angel S

Ever tired of the same old bike color? Well come
to Ellis' Bike Re-Color! He will change your bike
color to the color you request.
Ellis W

Glow in the Dark Glass Stand

My project is a Glow in the Dark Glass Stand. What
my project is supposed to do is prevent losing your
glasses or sunglasses. If your not responsible it is
perfect for you.
Talon L

82 Yes

5 DIY Stress Relievers

This project will help you lose stress. Example: a
stress ball helps you calm yourself down. So
come on down to see some fun exciting stress
relievers.
Isabella S, Lucy W

89 Yes

I'm making a Mouse Trap. I have a five gallon
bucket with a ramp going up to it and a nail in it.
81 Yes Rainbow Candle
Rainbow Candle. It's a wax candle with color accents. There's a tube around it. There's peanut butter on
This is to create a candle that resembles the colors of a the tube. The mouse jumps on the tube and he falls
in to water and dies.
rainbow. The rainbow is god's promise to us after it
Kolby Z
rains.
Kaeonna R, Cyra R

Our project is going to be an electronic pig that has a
cup holder on its back that can hold drinks. The pig can
walk and bring you a drink when you are sick.
J'leal N, Anthony James M, Jaeger R

76 Yes

Rod Holder Nitro X

The project I made is a rod holder for you to hold all
you rods in your garage or shed or anything with

86E Yes

87 Yes

Mama's Kitchen

Food & Drink on Wheels

This invention will help people that can't walk and are
not able to do other things. I think this invention will be
great for old people. So they don't have to get up. They
can sit where they are.
Ryan L, Logan U

r et

My project is called the Heated Football Gloves.
They work by sliding a hand warmer in a pocket
sewn in the gloves. They work to keep your hands
warm while playing football.
Maddyx D
My project is called Winter Garden. There will be
wheat, oats, and flax planted. I want to do this so
that I can grow these seeds during the winter.
Jacob H
This invention will peel part of your banana so you
do not get your banana smooshed on top trying to
open it. It is about two inches tall and a half inch in
diameter. The Banana Peeler is a good way to have
a banana anytime.
Jacob B

e r i s r
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97 Yes Range Caddy

109 Yes

Cooler Livewell

110 Yes

Fire Hose Wash 10,000

It will be made out of wood. You will prop your golf
grips on the wood rod. It will keep your golf grips from
getting wet. You can use it on the driving range and
putting green at your local golf course.
Grant J

A Cooler Livewell is a multi-bucket for year round
fishing, so you don't have to put your fish on the rope
or chain and they won't die right away.
Korbyn Z

98 Yes Taco Transporter

The Taco Transporter carries the ingredients for a
quick meal. All the ingredients are packed into one
bag. I could sell it to Jimmy John's to get money.
Reilly M

I am building the Fire House Wash 10,000. I
decided to build this because I have seen fire
fighters struggle to clean hoses. I also believe that
water and brushes don't work.
Tate W

99 Yes The Modified Cup Holder

111 Yes

Project unknown

I always spill by drinks at my house. It's a cup holder
Project unknown.
with an arm attached to it. It has a movable arm that
Connor G
has a wood looking handle with a cup holder screwed
to the piece of wood.
112 Yes Easy Breezy Hair Comb
Avery K
It is a hair brush with detangler attached to it. When
you hit a button hair detangler comes out so you can
100 No
Big Bag
brush through a snarl. Then when this happens you
It is a bag that can stretch out. So if you are putting
don't have to find the snarl again.
something in it, it will stretch so you can put more stuff Lauren H
in it. When you are not using it, you can fold it up and
put it in your pocket. And if you filled it up all the way
113 Yes Graham Cup
you can close it and nothing will fall out.
My project is a cup that is used so that your
Justin A
graham crackers don't fall into the cup. It is very
hard to dig a graham cracker out when it drops. So
101 Yes Desk Organizer
this project will prevent that from happening.
My invention is called a Desk Organizer. This
Rowan J
invention can help you organize your desk so it's
easier to find your stuff. So you put it in the middle
114 Yes Extendable Hair Brush Handle
of your desk and then you can put certain stuff on
With the Extendable Hair Brush Handle you put it on
the side you want it to be on.
your brush and extend it to the height you need. You
Richard R
can also keep it on your brush if wanted. Depending
on the length of your hair you might not need a long
102 Yes Warm Hoodie
handle that's why it's detachable.
It's a hoodie that keeps your ears warm on cold days. Nela M
If you were outside on a cold day it was 60 degrees
and your ears are cold, you just put on the jacket.
115 Yes Bouncy Bike Seat
Carter B
My project is a Bouncy Bike Seat. I did this project
because a bike seat is hard. This way the seat will be
103 Yes Automatic Pet Feeder
more comfortable.
I made my invention because I don't like to feed my
Michaela G
pet. So I made the Automatic Pet Feeder. So now I
don't have to feed my pet.
116 Yes Toy Organizer
Kayne S
I made my project so people can organize their toys
and so their rooms don't get messy.
104 Yes My Shovel
Nevaeh S
My Shovel is a shovel that works like a snow plow.
My Shovel puts snow into a burrito shape. It can also 117 Yes Glow Mirror
scoop but can't dig into the dirt.
If you don't want to turn on your light you can use your
Cody O
Glow Mirror. It is very easy to make it yourself. When
you can't turn on your light it is very easy to turn on
105 Yes Windmill Two Point 0
your Glow Mirror.
My Windmill will have little fins on its side and the fins Arianna A
will pick up more wind. It's like a windmill but modified
so we can make more electricity
118 Yes Space Saver Suitcase
Tyler B
A suitcase that will fit better in your car. Think of all
the space you will save. It will be much easier.
106 Yes Line Holder
Izabelle J
So you put your line into the clip. Then tie it with your
string to the lure. It is call the Line Holder. Then if it is 119 Yes Miniature Basketball
windy you can tie it while it stays still because I don't
My project is made out of wood, cardboard, paint and
like that while tying.
stain. My project is called Miniature Basketball. You
Jaxsyn R
bounce the basketball behind the three point line so it
is like lightning.
107 Yes The Wrench Holder
Jaedyn L
The Wrench Holder holds wrenches and other
tools. It's like a fanny pack but on your leg. It has
120 Yes Hat Warmer
special pouches for special wrenches.
I made it out of a hat and warmer. I made it because if
Tyson S
your ears are cold the hat warmer will keep your ears
warm I made it for people that are going outside.
108 Yes Foot Shoveler
Reese S
I made it out of shovels and velcro. I would use it to
push snow because I think shovels are boring. I would 121 Yes Protected Bookcover
sell it so other people would have fun with it too.
I made a Protected Bookcover so your pet doesn't
Alex B
chew up your stuff when your stuff is on the ground
for them to get.
Kelsi N
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122 Yes Heated Blanket

My project is called the Heated Blanket. It has
sewn-on pockets that have heat packets in them,
which would provide the extra heat. You have to
warm-up the heat packets for them to warm.
Bailey N

123 Yes The Bucket Carrier

The Bucket Carrier is designed so that you can
carry more buckets from place to place. It is a tool
you can use to pick up two buckets in one hand
and two in the other. With my invention it will be
much easier to carry four buckets at one time.
Molly H

124 Yes Cozy Reader

This is an invention that helps you to stay cozy
and warm while still being able to read at night.
You don't have to be cold while trying to hold your
book. Your pages will also be held down by slips
so the book doesn't close.
Aubrey N

125 Yes Pallet Dog Bed

My project name is a Pallet Dog Bed. The Pallet
Dog Bed makes a place for a dog to lay. It is
made out of wood, nails, and stain.
Kaydance S

126 Yes

Heated Scarf

127 Yes

Teddy Bear Treat

I made a heated scarf because when you're
outside your neck can get cold. You use it so you
don't get as cold. People would want to buy my
product because you could stay outside longer.
Kaitlyn S
Teddy Bear Treat is so you can hide candy inside
a teddy bear. The teddy bear (or any kind of
stuffed animal) has a secret jar inside that you can
hide money or treats. You twist off the head and
you put the candy in the jar connected to the neck,
then you twist the head back on and your candy is
hidden.
Juliet D

128 Yes Lego Organizer

I made a box with 4 separate compartments to
organize legos in by primary lego colors.
Kirsten H

129 Yes

Allowance Board

The Allowance Board is 2 cork board tiles glued
back to back (to makes it more sturdy). You use it
to keep your child's allowance organized. You put
the money in a plastic bag and pin it on with the
chore on the bag. Now you can keep your kids
allowance organized.
Kerigan K

130 No

Easy Cool

The Easy Cool is where you attached the fan to
your spoon. It will cool off your food. You can take
it off and put it on easily.
Abigail L

131 Yes

Bike Cup Holder

132 Yes

The Reeler

I made this because I always have trouble holding
my drinks. You can make this at home. It is not
expensive.
Lauren A
Can't reach into those hard to reach places? Use
The Reeler to help you get your dropped things.
Madison S
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